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Abstract

Cosmic rays interact with the surface of a planetary body and

produce a cascade of secondary particles, such as neutrons.

Neutron-inducedscattering and capture reactions play an important

role in the production of discrete gamna-ray lines that can be

me~sured by a gamma-ray spectrometer on board of an orbiting

spacecraft.These data can be used to determine the concentration

of many elements in the surface of a planetary body, which provides

clues to its bulk composition and in turn to its origin and

evolution. To investigate the qamma rays made by neutron

interactions,thin targets were irradiatedwith neutrons having

enerqies from 14 MeV to 0.025 eV. By means of foil activation

technique the ratio of epithermal to thermal neutrons was

determined to be similar to that in the Moon. Gamma rays emitted by

the targets and the surroundingmaterial were detected by a

high-resolutiongermanium detector in the energy range of 0.1 to 8

MeV, Most of the gamma-ray lines that are expected to be used for

planetary gamma-ray

and the principal 1

majority of gamma-ri

spectroscopywere found in the recorded spectra

nes in these spectra are presented. The

y lines are narrow w<thout noticeable Doppler

c line at 4.4 MeV that is

for planetary analysis,

broadening except for the carbon inelast’

very broad and therefore,of limited use

and for five asymmetric germanium lires proauced by the detector

itself, Unfo]dinq of c.heqamma-riiyspectra, subtraction of

background, aod correcting for qamma-ray absorption were performed

to determine the gamma-ray flu~es emitted by the target, Studies of

several elements show how well the target signals could be

e~tracted from the general background, Complex features in the
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recorded gamna-ray spectra can be compared to what is expected from

planetary measurements. Possible interferingbackground encountered

during a planetary mission is briefly outlined.

Introductiofl

The exploration of tilesolar system made a big progress when

man started to launch machines into space to fly to other planets

and their satellites. The spacecraft and their scientific

instrumentsbecame more and more sophisticated leading to new

observations of hitherto unknown worlds, but also to many new

questions. Therefore, new missions to planetary bodies, as planets,

satellites, i~steroids,and comets, are planned. Comparative studies

of planetary bodies will provide a better understandingof origin,

evolution, and present state of the solar system includinq the

Earth. In this context advanced remote sensing techniques will play

an importantrole for gathering a large and precise data base.

Accretion and global differentiationwith formation of core,

mantle, and crust are fundamental processes during the evolution

of a planeti]rybody and its chemical composition is an important

source of information.Reliable estimation of bulk composition of

planetary bodies exist only for those of which we have samples for

laboratory onalysis [Wh’nke,1981]. Besides direct samples from

Earth and Moon, we have certain classes of meteorites that seem tc

oriqinate from the same body: the Eucrites, Howardites, ant

Llioqenitesfrom the Eucrite Parent Asteroid [Ilreibusand Wtinke,

1980], the SNC-meteorites (Sherqott~tes,Nakhlites, and Chassi?ny)

from Mars \Becker and Pepin, 1984, Dreibus and Wtinke,19SS], and

Antarctic meteorites from the Moon ~Palme et al., 1983, Oste,-tagat
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. The identificationof parer?tbodies of meteorites is

only possible after a chemical analysis of parts of their surface.

Basaltic rocks play a special role in this process because they

represent partial melts of the underlying mantle and hence are

probes for the chemical composition of mantle material that

otherwise is not accessible [BasalticVolcanism, 1981].

The determination of the chemical composition of a planetary

surface can be carried out by sample-returnmission, in-situ

analysis, and by orbital remote sensing, each having specific

advantages.The focus of this paper is on planetary (remote)

gamma-ray spcct;’oscopythat can provide data on the concentration

of many elements on a global and local scale.

!!?@!U2

For the best remote sensinq, a spacecraft carrying a qamma-ray

spectrometer (GRS) on hoard has to be in a low-altitude,circular

polar orbit permitting the GRS to fly over the entire surface and

to measure the energy spectrum of gamma rays emitted by the surface

materials. Characteristicgamma radiation from a planetary surface

is produced by the decay of natural radionuclides and by the

interactionof cosmic-ray particles with the surface [Reedy et al.,

19731, Continuous recording of gamma-ray spectra from overflown

terrain will permit the synthesis of surface spectra from the

entire body, larger geological regions, and smaller ~reas. The

chemical informationcontained in the spectra will allow us to map

the var:ation of elemental concentrationson different scales

[Arnold et al,, 1977],
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Spatial resolution and analytical precision improve as

counting statistics improve, hence long-term data accumulation is

required, e.g. NASA’s planned Mars Observer will take data for two

terrestrialyears orbiting in an altitude of about 350 km

[PlanetaryExploration, 1983]. Gamna rays reaching an

omnidirectionalresponding GRS travel different lengths inside the

surface, short ones from the nadir area and longer ones from more

distant areas. The gamma-ray attenuation produces a kind of

collimation resulting in an effective detectable area below the GRS

whose diameter is about equal to the GRS altitude [Reedy et al.,

1973]. Improved spatial resolution is normally obtained at some

sacrifice of analytical precision except at high latitudes where

the coveraqe is better than at equatorial regions [Metzgeret al.,

1975]. If element abundances vary rapidly on the surface,

deconvolution techniques can also improve the resolution [Metzger

et al., 1977J.

Cosmic rays

All bodies in the solar system including artificial objects

are bombarded by cosmic-ra,yparticles, provided they have a weak

magnetic field and a thin atmosphere,only. These particles consist

mainly of protons, about 10 % alpha particles, and about 1 %

heavier nuc?ei. The galactic cosmic rays (GCR) that come from

outside the solar system, have particle energies of 0.1 to 3

GeV/nucleon and big~er and a low flux of about 3 particles/cm2*s.

The GCR flux is slightly modulated Inside the heliosphere (about 50

AU away from the sun) [Reedy et al,, 1983]. The solar cosmic rays

(SC!?),emitted irrequlary by ma,lorflares on the sun, have energies
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cm’”s. For rare strong SCR events, the fluence of protons with

energies above 10 MeV can range from 105 to 1011 protons/cm2over a

few days, while there are essentially no SCR particles most of the

time [Reedy et al., 1983], thus SCR-produced gamma rays are usualy

unimportant for planetary gamma-ray spectroscopy [Reedy et al.,

i973].

Secondary Particl~~

Energy, charge, and mass of a cosmic-ray particle and the

chemical composition of the target matter mainly determine which

interactionprocesses are dominant: ionizationenergy 10SS or

nuclear reactions that lead to particle cascades, i.e. production

of secondary particles, which again interactnonelastically to

produce further particles, and so on, In such a cascade, part of

the energy is lost by break-up of nuclei, nuclear excitation,

evaporation and knock-on hadrons (neutrons,protons, pions, etc.).

The dominant strongly-interactingparticles with energies

below 100 MeV are neutrons because charged particles belcw 100 MeV

are stopped by ionizationene\*gyloss. Most of the neutrons are

produced by evapor~t{on and have energies on the order of a few

MeV, while less neutrons resulting from knock-on processes having

energies up to 100 MeV [Reedy and Arnold, 1972].

In the lunar surface, about 10 neutrons per incident

GCR-particle are produced [Reedy aridArnold, 1972], Due to

production, escape, and reactionsof neutrons, equilibrium neutron

spectra are produced that extent down to very low energies
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[Lingenfelteret al., 1972, Kornblum et al., 1973]. The emitted

flux of albedo neutrons depends on the composition of the surface

because the macroscopic neutron cross section is determined by the

concentration of major and minor elements and some trace elements

with high cross sections. In addition, the neutron spectrum is

altered due to the amount of water present in the surface

[Lingenfelteret al., 1961]. The moderating effect of hydrogen

influenc% the ratio of thermal to epithermal neutrons, which

increases (nonlinearly)with the H concentration [Lapides,1981].

The use of

on the var

1984a].

Gamma

suitable neutron detectors will provide additional data

ation of H in a planetary surface [Halnes and Metzger,

rays are produced not only by interactionof primary

particles with matter, but predominantlyby secondary cascade

particles such as neutrons. Discrete gamma-ray lines that are

indicative for a certain element can result from the fol?owing

reactions: decay of proton and neutron induced radionuclides,

proton spallation,nonelastic neutron scattering, and neutron

capture, Scattering reactions excite a certain nuclear level, while

capture of a neutron excites due to its binding energy (about 8

MeV), Deexcitationof the nucleus takes place via prompt emission

of one or a cascade of gamma rays. The term prompt is used in

ccntrast to beta-delayed gamma rays emitted by radioactive nuclei,

Depending on the type and energy of cosmic-ray particles the

effective interactionlength in silicious material varies from a

few millimeters for SCR heavy nuclei to a few meters for GCR

protons. The deep penetration of most GCR particles causes

gamma-ray production over a great depth, but, due ?,(I~a~a-r~y
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atteruation the effective sampling depth is about 30 cm (assuming a

density of 2 g/cm3). This depth should be compared with other

methods such as orbital x-ray, visible, or infrared spectroscopy,

where only the uppermost micro- “or millimeter of the surface can be

investigated.

Lunar Spectra

The Moon was the target of an orbital gamma-ray exploration as

part of the Apollo program. The detector of the lunar GRS consisted

of a NaI(Tl) crystal [Barringtonet al., 1974] that had the

advantage of working without cooling but the disadvantage of a

rather poor energy resolution. The lunar GRS provided data on the

concentrationof T’n,K, Fe, Mg, and Ti. Due to the poor resolution

of the NaI(Tl) detector, rather difficult unfolding methods had to

be ,ppliedto the recorded gamma-ray spectra in order to generate

element concentrationmaps [Arnoldet al., 1977, Bielefeld et al.,

1976, Davis, 1980, Metzger et al., 1977]. There=ore, detectors with

a better energy resolution, such as Ge detectors, should be used

for future missions [Met;cgeret al,, 1975]. The hitherto main

disadvantageof Ge(Li) detectors having to be kept cold all the

time, has been overcome by the development of high-purity germanium

(HPGe) detectors, These crystals can be stored at room temperatures

prior and during the launch mld also during the cruise phase, and

only for data-taking they have to be cooled down to temperaturesof

about 120 K, which nowadays can be managed %y means of a passive

radiator (no liquld nitrogen required) [Bardet al,, 1982],
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Simulations

To investigate the gamma rays induced by GCR particle

interactionwith matter several approaches can be made. As a basic

step we restricted ourself to secondary neutrons as being the most

importantmembers of the nuclear cascade for discrete gainna-ray

production [Reedy, 1978]. Several thin targets were irradiatedwith

neutrons having a spectrum ranging from 14 MeV down to thermal

energies. Neutron-scatteringand -capture induced reactions

produced prompt gamma-rays that were accumulated by a

high-resolutionGRS [Bruckneret al., 1984]. The experimer,twill

demonstrate the good applicationof Ge detectors for anticipated

planetary missions.

Chem

Experimental Procedure

The irradiationfacility of the Max-Planck-Institutefor

stry in Mainz, F.R. Germany, was used for the prompt gamma-ray

experiments.The irradiationhall was divided into two parts by a

75 cm thick concrete shielding wall (Figure 1), in which a window

with an opening of 75x1OO cm was built. A 14-MeV sealed type

neutron generator was located in the center of part A (size 3x3x3

m). The targets were placed 2 m away from the generator into the

window near the side facing part B. There, a HPGe detector and

shielding material was set up pt?rmittinga short target-detector

distance of 20 cm.

The neutron generator emits isotropicallyneutrons via the

T(d,n) reaction, The maximum source strength of 2°1010 neutrons/s

was just strong enough to activate monitor foils at the target

position. During in-beam gamma-counting,the thermal neutron-flux
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component was cmtinuously monitored by a BFs-counter and the

source strength of the generstor was adjusted to 7*107 neutrons/s

so that the deadtime of the GRS didn’t exceed a given level.

The energy distribution of the neutrons at the target position

was controlled by the following’conditions: i) 14-MeV neutrons

emitted in a solid angle covering the target area could reach the

target without interactionswith matter, ii) 14-MeV neutrons

emitted in other solid angles were moderated by multiple scattering

in the surroundingwalls and a certain percentage of them arrived

at the target with reduced energy. Therefore, the generator and the

walls acted as one extented neutron saurce producing a neutron

spectrum from 14 MeV down to thermal energies (0.025 eV).

The inlay of Figure 1 shows the consecutive shielding layers

of lead, boron, and paraffin around the Ge detector. Except at the

front side, the detector was surrounded by 5 cm thick lead bricks

in order to suppress the background gamms,-radiationand to

collimate its omnidirectionalresponse. Because of radiation damage

and of neutron-inducedgamma-rays, the detector and the lead bricks

were completely shielded by a 3 cm thick layer of boric acid

granules enclosed in thin wooden plates. The outermost shielding

consisted of 20 to 50 cm thick paraffin blocks, except for 5 cm

thick ones at the front side. The big mass of paraffin prevented

the fast neutrons from entering room B through the window, while

thermal neutrons could reach room B and did induce background gamma

radiation. However, fast neutrons could penetrate the necessary

thin front shielding of the detector and gave rise to radiation

damdqe of the Ge crystal, The overall effect of the shielding was

an improvement of the signal to noise ratio of the target gamma

rays.
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The detector cons”

crystal having an active volume of 92 cm3

stealof a high-pur<ty, coaxial germanium

with an efficiency of 18%

relative to a 7.5 by 7.5 cm NaI(Tl) crystal. During in-beam

gamma-counting,the resolution had a value of 2.6 keV (0.2 %) at

1.3 MeV and of 6 keV (0.09 %) at 7 MeV. This good resolution

allowed the complex features of the recorded gamma-ray spectra to

be well revealed.

The detector signals were processed by conventional amplifiers

and 100 MHz AOCS. Because a gamma-energy range from 0.1 to 8 MeV

had to be covered, 8000 channels were required for the spectrum

conversion. Therefor~, the spectrum was divided into two parts by

means of a biased amplifier and stored in two 4K multichannel

analysers. The low and the high energy part of the spectrum were

choosen in such a way that an overlapping range existed. The

low-energy part produced a high deadtime of about 15 %, while tt,e

high-energy part had a very small one. Count rates and peak areas

in the energy range common to both analysers provided additional

control of deadtime corrections.

The gamma-ray spectra were unfolded by an interactive computer

program using a modified Gauss-Newton algorithm with polynomial

continuum of optional degree and FWtiMcalibration [Kruse, 19~9].

Optical inspectionof peak fits ~ila graphical terminal and a

reduced chi-square value were ,Isedto decide if a special region of

the spectrum was fitted satisfactorily.The energy calibration was

performed by means of .3linear regression with selected peaks. A

prompt gamma-ray library containing about 650 full energy lines

provided the data base, which permitted the evaluation program to

identify the possible source reactions of detected peaks.
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InzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAorder to check the linearity of the GRS in the high-energy

energy range, an iron target was irradiated.The measured energies

of Fe neutron-capture lines agreed within a range of ~ 1 keV with

values by $telts and Chrien [1978]. In addition, it turned out,

that the energy values of different authors were compatible within

a limit of ~ 2 keV.

Numerical Evaluation

In order to calculate the gamma-ray line flux from the net

peak areas, several corrections have to be applied including a

systematic error propagation.

Total neutron flux. To be able to compare different target

irradiations,the integrated neutron flux has to be determined.

Because of the experimental set-up, a direct integrationof the

flux couldn’t be achieved, but an indirectmethod was applied. The

total induced gamma-radiation is a function of the neutron source

strength provided the set-up stays the same except for the target

material. Mlst gamma rays are from the background and thus vary

directly with source strength. Integratingover the entire

gamma-spectrumgives a number that corresponds to the integral

source strength neglecting the specific target contribution.

Relative flux correction factors normalize the peak areas of each

irradiationto a standard flux with an estimated er or of about

10 %8

Subtraction of background radiation,As mentioned abcve, there

is a dl$crete energy gamma-ray background,Therefore, irradiations
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without a target were carried out and the accumulated gamna-ray

background was determined. For target irradiations, the net target

signals result from the difference of total peak area and

background component both corrected for neutron flux. The error of

this subtraction can be large if the two components have the same

order of magnitude, which can happen for certain elements.

Therefore, thtr error shows the quality of the target signals.

Efficiency calibration. Cross sections for photoelectric

absorption, Compton scattering, and pair production together with

crystal volume, geometric shape and other parameters, determine the

efficiency of a Ge detector for incoming gansnarays. The energy

dependence of the efficiency is measured by well-known gamma-ray

line intensitiesover the entire energy range up to 8 MeV.

The efficiency measurements were carried out by using the

gamma-ray lines of a calibrated Ra-226 source for the low-energy

range and the neutron-capturereaction lines of F’e-56fcr the

high-energy part, The Ra source was counted without detector

shielding, the Fe-target with shielding but corrected for gamma

absorption (see below). Effects of different lateral size of the

sources were neglected. The two data sets were adjusted to each

*
other due to their common e rgy range and the data points were

fitted by ~ special polynomial (Figure 2), This procedure led to o

mean error of about 5 % for the efficiency correction [Bruckner,

1984],

Efficiency of escape peaks. Pair-productionof h$qh-energy

gamma rays leads to single and double escape peaks in the spectra,
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The efficiency ratios of single and double escape peaks over their

full-energy peaks vary with energy. These reactions reveal the

ability of the detector to absorb high-energy gamma rays by

multiple interactionsprocesses. For the used Ge crystal having a

length of 48 tnnand a diameter of 52 m, single and double escape

peaks reach the same efficiency as their full-energy peak, for

gamma-ray energies of 6.3 and 6.9 MeV, respectively,Therefore,

escape peaks can be a valuable tool for analysis because the

informationfor a single gamma-ray line is given by three peaks.

Gamma-ray attenuation in the shieldin~, The Ge detector is

shielded by boric acid, paraffin, wood, and collimating lead as

described above. The gamma rays penetrating the shielding are

attenuated due to the total mass attenuationcoefficient of the

complex shielding and to the energy of the qamma rays. Since no

irradiationwithout shielding could be carried out, the ratio of

attenuated to non-attenuatedgamma-nays per energy had to be

calculated, The attenuationcorrection factor had an

energy-dependenterror starting with 13 % for 200 keV and

decreasing to 8 % for 8 MeV [Bruckner,1984],

Gamma-ray atte~uation in the target, tieutronsinduce gmna

rays in every depth layer of the target, Therefore, the target

material itself attenuates the emerging gamma rays due to its mass

attenuation coefficient.To calculate the attenuation a formula for

the gamma flux from an

Gursky [1970] and Reedy

modified because of the

nfinite plane qiven by Gorenstein and

et al. [1973] was applied but had to be

finite size of the target, Using the mass
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attenuation coefficients compiled by Hubell [1969], the attenuation

correction factor had amea~ error of abo~t 3 % [Bruckner,1984].

Results

Gamma-ray Lines

The complete gamma-ray spectrum recorded during the

irradiationof an iron target is shown in Figure 3a and 3b. First,

the gamma-rays of the surroundingmatter as germanium, alumlnum,

lead, boron, paraffin, concrete, etc. are discussed, then the

target ones. Most gamma-ray energies, if not quoted otherwise, can

be found in Reedy [1978].

Germaniuq. The spectrum shows peaks which result from the

interactionof neutrons in the germanium crystal. Two narrow lines

at 140 and 198 keV are produced by the de-excitation of isomers of

Ge-75 and Ge-71, respectively,after neutron capture [Morlnagaand

Yamazaki, 1976], The 198 keV peak is a sum peak of 23-keV plus

175-keV. The latter one can also be de+,ectedas a weak single

line. The Ge gamma-ray line at 368 keV does not show any noticeable

broadening,

Betweerl0,5 and 1.1 MeV, five wide, asymmetric peaks can be

observed (Figure 4), These peaks have a steep drop at the lower

energy side but a very slow drop (about 50 keV) at the higher one,

The energies at the lower edges correspond to levels In various Ge

i~otopes:563 kev in Ge-76, S96 keV In Ge-74, 693 and 835 keV in

Ge-72, and 1040 keV In Ge-70, The 596-keV peak is also made by a

neutron capture reaction, hence the narrow peak on the top, These

broad peaks were made by scattering reactions where an enerqetic
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dly de-excites.

This de-excitationenergy is often increased in the Ge crystal by

the addition of energy from the recoil of the excited nucleus

[Bunting and Kraushaar, 1974]. Because the amount of recoil energy

varies statistically, a sawtooth-like shape of the peak is

produced.

Fortunately, these Ge background features occur in energy

regions where one does not expect to have many gamma-rdy lines of

interest from a planetary surface. The strongest interference

probably woul~ be for the 844 and 847 keV scattering lines from Al

and Fe, which are located un the slope of the broadened 835 keV

peak of Ge.

Aluminum, Due to the conventionalconstruction of a detector,

neutrcns induce gamma rays in the aluminum end cap. The strongest

Al line (1779 keV) results from the beta-decay of A1-28, which is

formed by neutron capture. Two gamma-lines, 844 keV and 1014 keV,

are produced by 27Al(n,ny)and 27Al(n,p)27Mgreacticms, Under the

given energetic conditions, a rather rare (neutron,deuteron)

27Al(n,dY),At 2210 keV,reaction is observed: the 1809 keV line of

a weak scattering line cafibe detected that is interferedby the

increasingshoulder of the extreme strona hydrogen peak at 2223 keV

(an Al spectrum is Shown in Bruckner et al, [1984]),A weak capture

line can also be found at 7724 keV, but its two escape peaks were

usually bur~ed by the Compton background of Fe lines. The discrete

energy background induced in the aluminum end cap sets severe

restrictions to the sensitivityof Al target lines.
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Lead. Because lead is the

neutron-inducedlead gamma rays

additional lead target and the

nnermost shielding material, all

were investigatedby means of an

r energies were compared with

literaturevalues [Bird et al. 1973, Cranberg et al. 1967, Nellis

et al. 1974]. IIIthe energy region from 0.5 to 1.2 MeV, there are

several weak scattering gannna-raylines such as 538 and 881 keV of

Pb-206, 898 keV of Pb-207, and 583 keV of Pb-208, Two strong

scattering :ines can be seen at 803 keV of Pb-206 and at 2615 keV

of Pb-208. In addition, two (n,2n) reactions with Pb-208 produce

strong peaks at 570 and 1064 keV. In almost all cases, these

background Pb-lines do not interferewith target lines of interest.

Boron, The next consecutive shielding material is boron which

has a very high thermal cross section for the 10B(n,a)reaction

producing an excited nucleus of Li-7. The 478 keV de-excitation

line of Li-7 shows a Doppler broadening that results from the

recoil energy transfer of the emitting Li nucleus to the gamma

quantum [Jurney, 1979], The broadening is synmetric to the net

transition energy of Li-7. Additional boron lines could not be

detected.

Hydrogen, Hydrogen !s one of the major constituents of the

outermost paraffin shielding. [t has a relatively high cross

section of 0.3 barn for neutron capture. Therefore, a very large

peak is present at 2223 keV, Plus its two escape peaks. The foot of

this giant full energy peak is so extended that a Al line at 2210

keV is severely interfered,The big amount of paraffin was

necessary only (n this experiment: under different operating
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conditions, much less paraffin may be required and none is required

in space missions.

Carbon. Carbon is the other major constituent nf paraffin and

its major reaction 12C(n,nY) leads to an excited level at 4438

keV. Because of the short half-life of 43 fs and of the excited

nucleus’ recoil, the deexcitation gamma-ray line is broadened by

the Doppler effect. So we find ~ big bump in the energy region

around 4440 keV plus two escape bumps,

To investigatethe shape of the carbon bump (Figure 5) a thick

paraffin target was irradiated in order to have a larger mass at

the target place compared to the paraffin shielding. The position

28Si(n,Y) reaction sitting on theof the single escape peak of the

bump indicates very easily that there is a 15-keV shift of the

maximum of the bump compared to the energy of the first C-12

level. l’heshift results from the geometrical arrangement of

neutron source, target, and detector: 14-MeV neutrons moving

towards the detector transfer k

of the target. According to the

the detector show an increase i

netic energy to

Doppler effect,

frequency that

random motion of the recoiling carbon nucleus, This motion leads to

the carbon nuclei

gamma rays reaching

is overlayed by the

d FWHM of 53 keV, which is more than a factor of 10 larger than a

non-broadenedpeak like the 4,8-keV FWHM of the nearby Si peak,

Comparing the shape of the carbon bump in our spectra with

investigationsof Janout et al, [1980], it is seen that the

experimt,ltalconfiguration is responsible for the specific shape of

a Doppler broadened peak. This broadening of the 4438=,keVgamma ray

reduces ~he sensitivity for carbon tremendously, Because of the
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very small cross section of the neutron-capturereaction only a

weak capture line from carbon can be observed at 4946 keV, which

can be interfered by a weak Fe line.

~gen, silicon, and calcium, The concrete shielding wall

produces background gamma-ray lines for oxygen, silicon, and

calcium.

A very strong neutron scattering line at 6129 keV and its two

escape peaks result from 0-16, Two (n,ay) reactions of 0-16 can be

observed at 3854 and 3684 keV, plus their escape peaks.

Si gamma rays can be found all over the spectrum. Strong Si

lines are produced by neutron-capturereactions at 4934 and 3539

keV including their escape peaks, weak ones at 2093 and 6381 keV.

The first level of Si-28 is a strong interference for the 1779-keV

line of Al-28. Weak scattering lines can be detected at 4497 and

6878 keV.

Ca-40 produces weak peaks only, such as capture reaction lines

at 1943 and at 6420 keV and a scattering line at 3737 keV,

Iron. The iron gamma-ray lines result from the iron-target and.—

from the surrounding iron. Most lines are produced by neutron

capture and only a few by neutron scattering, The most striking

features in the high energy region are three doublets: the full

erlerqypeaks at 7631 and 7645 keV and their two escape peaks, The

difference between the energies of these double peaks is 14 keV,

which demonstrates the good r~solutionof the Ge detector even in

such a high energy region. Other promim?nt capture peaks of Fe-S6,

including their escape satellites, can be seen at 4218, 5920, 6018,
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and 7279 keV. In the low-~nergy range large peaks are found at 692,

1613 and 1725 keV, where the first is superimposed on a Ge sawtooth

peak. Many weak Fe peaks can beobserved in addition but are not

listed here.

Neutron scattering produces two dominant lines at 847 and 1238

keV corresponding to the energies of the first two levels of the

Fe-56 nucleus. Two ak scattering lines of Fe-56 can be observed

at 1038 and 2113 keV, where the former is interfered by a Ge

sawtooth peak. One scattering reaction results from the second most

abundant Fe isotope, the Fe-54 nucleus, identified by the 1408-keV

line. Two (n,2nY) reaction lines are represented at 931 and 1316

kt?V,Expected but weaker scattering lines at 2523, 2601, and 3602

keV could not be detected under the given experimental conditions,

Neutrons

In order to interpret the recorded gamma-ray spectra in

greater detail, it is necessary to know the energy distribution of

the neutrons reaching the target, The 14-MeV neutron generator used

in this experiment produced a maximum source strength of 2*1011

neutrons/s, The flux at target position had a maximal value of 10”

neutrons/cm2*s,which was measured by foil activation technique

selecting reactionswith suitable cross section, half-life, and

threshold energy, c.f, Table 1, Activated foils were counted b,ya

large (200 cm3) Ge(Li) detector calibrated for absolute eff!c!ency,

Cadmium rat~o, The thermal and ep

by irradiatinga bare Au foil together

covered by a thermal neutron filter, E

thermal flux was determined

with a Au foil that was

ther cadmium or boron serve
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the purpose [Ehmann et al., 1980], but for simplicity a

neutron-tight Cd container was used. Neutron s~lfabsorptionhad to

taken into account for the Au foils. Factsrs determined by Albert

[1962] were applied for correction to a thickness ok zero, while

due to criteria of Beckurts a~d idirts[1964]no corrections were

necessary for the other foils. The cadmium-ratio that is the ratio

of the activity induced by the total flux to t$e one i~duced by the

epithermal flux [Steinnes,1971] had to be modified applying

considerationsof Albert [1962].At target position, we measured a

cadmium-ratioof 2.0 ~ 0.1 [Bruckner,1984]. This means that the

thermal to epithermal component is rather low compared to a weli

moderated spectrum. A similar value (2.1) was observed in the lunar

surface at a depth of 180 q/cm2 [Burnett and Woolum, 1974]. In

spite of the different production and moderation conditions in the

lunar surface and in our experiment, th

noted and will allow us to test assumpt

neutron-capturegamma-ray fluxes.

s similarity has to be

ons used to calculate lunar

Neutron spectrum, The fast flux was detectud by two Al

reactions, which have different threshold energies. For the (n,p)

and (n,u)-reaction in the 8 to 14 MeV region, the cross section of

14 MeV was used as a mean value: 78mb and 120!nb, respectively

[Bayhurstet al., 1975, Bormann et al,, 1974, Husain et al., 1970,

Salaita, 1971, and Vonach et al., 1970]. For the (n,p)-reactionin

the region of 6 to 8MeV, a cross section of 67 mb was adopted.

Combining the results of Au, Al, and Cu reactions, the

differential neutron spectrum is obtained and shown ;n Figure 6.

The dotted line serves to quide the eyes, but it also may suqgest
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intermediatevalues. At 14 MeV, there is a small peak in the

spectrum that results from the experimental set-up. A certain

amount of 14-MeV neutrons can travel to the target without

interactions,while for neutrons emitted not towards the target,

the probability of reaching the target increaseswith an increasing

number of scattering processes. Hence, energies just below 14 MeV

are more unlikely get posit~on than lower ones. In spite the

fact that only fi, .ctionsfor unfolding the neutron spectrum

could be used, some typical features can be recognized.

Thermal and 14-MeV flux. ~uring in-beam gamma-countingthe

neutron flux at target position was sc weak that only the

BFj-monitor (Figure 1) could be used counting neutrons. Therefore,

the 9F3-monitor was calibrated to the source strength of the 14-MeV

neutron generator by irradiatingCu foils for different neutron

fluxes. The ratio of 14-MeV to thermal neutrons at target position

was measured by simultaneous irradiationof Cu and Au foils.

Con’biningBFa-monitor and foil data typical values for thermal flux

and 14-MeV at target position (during in-beam counting) were

determined to 440 and 100 neutrons/cm20s,respectively [Bruckner,

1984].

Gamma-ray Flux

Targets consisting of one or several major elements were

selected for prompt gamma-ray production.Table 2 gives data on the

tarqet material including the macroscopic cross section that is

defined as the product of cross section a and number of nuclei per

cm~, The targets had a mean area of about 0,6 m2, their depth
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varied depending on fabrication conditions. As long as the targets

are sufficiently thin, the spectral shape of the neutron flux is

not affected, i.e. each target is exposed to the same neutron

spectrum. In addition, the gamma-bay emnision is corrected for self

attenuation in the target.

The concrete target was not a thin target in the sense of

neutron interaction,but it was used for the study of relative

thermal line fluxes. As a result of depth, density, and cross

section tne macroscopic cross section of the targets varies several

orders of magnitudes, as indicated for capture reactions in Table

2. 8ecause of these and other parameters, the gamma-ray flux of

different elements has a large variation using the same neutron

flux. The irradiationof monoelement targets facilitates the study

of prompt gamma-ray production, but it does not eliminate the

disadvantage of a wide sensitivity range.

In order to achieve sufficient counting statistics for high

energy peaks, 11 hours of counting were necessary. With the given

electronics a mean count rate of about 6000 counts/s was obtained

without spectral distortions.

Iron target. The F& target has

about 50 kg. For thermal reactions

a purity of 99.9 % and weighs

t has the highest macroscopic

cross section of 0.22 cm-l (Table 2). The spectrum is seen in

Figure 3 and comments were given above. For the calculation of the

line fluxes all the mentioned corrections were applied to the peak

area, In order to show the influenceof this correction procedure,

selected lines are listed in Table 3 together with their peak area

Inclut?lngtheir statisticalerror and their flux with an error
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resulting from error propagation.

It turns out that the flux cf most of Fe (n,y) lines in the

high energy region hds an error between 15 and 20 %, which is

relatively small for this type of experiment. The correction for

total neutron flux already contributes an error of 10 % and the

subtraction of the discrete background can produce a rather large

error due to subtraction error propagation.

The influence of background subtraction can be seen for

scattering reaction peaks in the low energy region: the strong 847

and 1238 keV peaks with very small errors of about 1 % have a large

flux error of 39 and 46 %, respectively.For the weak peak at 1811

keV with a small error of 5.5 %, no target signal that was

statisticallymeaningful could be extracted. The two lines at 931

and 2113 keV have a flux error that I(es above the limit for a

relevant statistical signal. Three expected scattering lines at

2523, 2601,and 3602 keV could not be detected, tileirdetection

limit is determined calculating a fictitious peak area with 50 %

standard deviation.

flux

Gamna-ray flux of Fe. The neutron-capture induced gamma-ray

of Fe can be used to check the overall correction, because the

yield of the lines is controled by the deexcitation process of the

nucleus. The measured flux of eight neutron-capture lines of Fe

were compared with literaturevalues [Stelts and Chrien, 1978]. As

Figure 7 shows, the Fe flux ratios deviate within 10 % of the

relative thermal yields. These Fe gamma-ray fluxes demonstrate that

the corrections, especially for attenuation,were well made for
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this type of experiment. The good agreement for neutron-capture

gamma rays between the measured fluxes and the thermal yields show

that the effects of epithermal reactions can be neglected and that

the yields for the capture of thermal neutrons can be used for the

complex spectrum of low-energyneutrons present in a planetary

surface.

The results of the Fe target experiment point out the

intrinsiccharacteristicsof prompt gamma-ray spectroscopy in an

environment with high discrete and high continuous background (a

situation that probably could be encountered during a planetary

mission but not as seriously as here). To complete the study

results of additional targets are briefly presented.

Aluminum targe~. The Al target consists ot an A1-Mg-Si alloy

with Mg and Si illa low concentration of about 1 %. Al has a

macroscopic cross section of 0.014 cm-l (Table 2), which compared

with Fe will produce a much weaker target signal. In addition, the

detector end cup is made out of Al, as already mentioned, which

provides a prominent interfering source.

These two facts deteriorate the statistical separation of the

target signal from the discrete line background, as indicated in

Table 4, Only the high-energy triplet of the 7724-keV line produces

a significant target signal. Large errors of the target signal are

found for the low-energy lines at 844 and 1014 keV. Even the

strongest Al peak (1779 keV) shows no statisticallymeaningful

contribution from the target. A similar fate holds fo~ che 1809 keV

line, Two expected scattering lines at 2981 and 3004 keV could not

be detected.
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The reason why the h

?

gh-energy target sgnals can be better

error propagation,determined depends on several facts, such as

different distance of target and end cup tc the crystal, and energy

dependent gamma-ray attenuation.”

These results demonstrate the difficulties of using an Al end

cup and measuring Al

during a planetary m’

of Al, which may be

Silicon target.

gamma-ray lines. This problem will also arise

ssion if the detector is surrounded by a lot

nevitable due to constructionconstraints.

The silicon dioxide target, which simply is

called a Si target, consists of pure SiOz, which is made by

sintering quartz powder and can be purchased in plates. Si has a

low thermal macroscopic cross section of 0.0014 cm-~, Rut due to

the high abundance of Si and O in rocks compared to other major

elements, the Si and the O lines will be very prominent.

This is verified in the Si spectrum, where most of the

expected strong Si peaks have an error below 10 % (Table 5). But

the corresponding fl

surprising.Keeping

noted that almost a’

concrete, i.e. to~s

ux errors are above 50 %, which seems to be

the experimental set-up in mind, it has to be

1 the surroundingmaterial consists out of

of Si and 0. The large flux errors are merely

the result of a low mass ratio of target to surroundingmatter. To

improve this, a thick concrete target was additionally irradiated,

Si peaks were selected for Table 5 only if they had more than

1000 counts. The two ctrongest neutron-capturepeaks at 3539 and

4934 keV have counting errors below 2 % but flux errors above

5(J%, The very strong 1779 keV line is produced by several

2BSi(n,nY),the tw beta decayingreactions, as the scattering line

lines 28Si(n,p)26Aland 27Al(n,Y)2BAl(resulting from the end cup),
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$ome expected scattering lines could be detected at 2235,

2839, 4497, and 6878 keV (plus escape peaks). The 2235 keV line is

heavily interferedby the very strong H peak at 2223 keV, which

will usualy not happen during planetary counting.

Magnesium target. An alloy of 90% Mg, 9 % Al, and 1 % Zn was

used as target material. The thermal macroscopic cross section of

Mg is 0.0025 cm-l, which has the same order of magnitude as Si.

Therefore, similar restrictions in the target flux evaluation are

encountered as mentioned above. A list of Mg gamma-ray lines is

given in Table 6. The lowest energy gamma-ray line at 1130 keV

results from a scattering reaction with Mg-26, The largest Mg peak

at 1368 keV is produced by two reactions: 2“!4g(n,nY)and

24Mg(n,p)24Na.The decay of 15-hour Na-24 produces two gamma rays

in cascade (2754 and 1368 keV). The flux ratio of the two lines

shows that the scattering reaction provides a strong contribution

to the 1368 keV l{ne, Na-24 can also be produced by an Al(n,a)

reaction and at higher energ{es by Si spallatlon, The Mg 1809-keV

gamma-ray ~s also a product of two reactions, neutron scattering

dnd capture, interferencescan result from Fe gamma rays and from

the decay of the long-lived radionuclldeAl-26, not relevant for

th!s experiment.

The capture react~on lines at 2829 and 3918 keV form a

double peak wfth O and S{ lines, respectively,which can be

deconvoluted by the evaluctfon code, Two expected scattering

react{on lines at 3867 and 4238 keV could not be detected,
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Concrete tarqet. The thickness of the concrete target having a

value of 30 g/cm2 exceeds the thickness of the other targets by

far. Therefore, it cannot be considered as a thin target, i.e. the

assumption that the neutron flux’is not altered by the target is

not valid anymore. The purpose of the thick target irradiationwas

to increase the flux of some target reaction lines, to study

thermal neutron-inducedreactions of different elements beeing

exposed to the same neutron flux, and to examine some scattering

reaction lines.

To determine the composition, 4 kg of the target were ground

and homogenized, and 100 mg were prepared for the analysis. Ca and

Fe were determined by instrumentalthermal neutron activation

analysis [W8nke et al,, 1977], O, Mg, Al, and S1 by instrumental

fast (14-MeV) neutron activation analysis [Hofmelster,1977]. The

composition {s found in Table 7, The concentration of H and C were

estimated according to the typical compositionof concrete having a

density between 2,2 and 2,4 g/cm3 [Lindackers,1962], Results of

the target irradiation are given in Table 8,

H doesn’t show a significant contributionfrom the target due

to the high H concentration in the paraffin shieldlng. Fe capture

reactfons llnes from the target could not be identified,The reason

is the very low Fe content of the tarqet, Similar results are found

for Mq reactlol~llnes, The Al peeks produced by the target are very

weak and are only detectable In the h\qh-energy region, The

peaks result from the 160(n,ny)reaction where the contrlbut

the 160(n,p)16Nreaction is very small due to its relatively

argest

on of

1Ow

cross section, Several S1 lines could be found. The strongest peak

results from the 4934-keV gamma-ray Itno that IS also used for the

normalizationof all other fluxes tn Table 8,
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Concrete was the only target where Ca gwna rays could be

studied. There are two rather strong capture reaction lines at 6420

and 1943 keV, Also, one of two expected neutron scattering reaction

lines of Ca-40 could be observed. The 3737-keW line was

significantly above the background. The’”&her line at 3904 keV

could not be detected. The predicted flux of the unobserved

3904-keV gamma-ray line from ’Ca-40was about 0.6 of that for the

3737-keV line [Reedy, 1978]. The mean lifes of the 3737- and

3904-keV levels of Ca-40 are 68 and 0.05 ps, respectively.The fact

that the 3904-keV gamma ray was not observed could be the result of

Doppler broadening produced by the recoil energy of the excited

Ca-40 nucleus,

Flux ratio. The gamma-ray lines produced by the concrete—.

target allow us to compare measured flux produced by Al, Ca, and Si

with calculated fluxes according to the composition of the target

(see Table 9). The calculated and measured fluxes agree within an

error limit of 20 %, a good result for an experiment of this type,

The only large deviation is found for the 1943-keV line from Ca.

Here, we have a discrepancy of almost 40 % [Reedy, 1978] that

should be investigated in future experiments.

, Discussion

The effective neutron source used {n this work has a

two-component structure: the point-like 14-MeV neutron generator

and the spatial extension of the neutron backscatteringwalls, At

target position, the 14-MeV and the thermal flux was about 100 and

440 neutrons/cm2*s,respectively,The total neutron flux cm the
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moon, for example, is about 12 neutrons/cm*s [Burnett abd Woolum,

1974]. The corresponding component below 3 eV was estimated to be

3.6 neutrons/cm2”s [Lingenfelteret al., 1972].

To estimate the ratio of gamma to slow neutron flux, the

7.6-MeV capture reaction line of Fe can be used. The gamma-ray flux

.

of this line in our experiment was 15 photons/cm4s. In a 100 km

lunar orbit a flux of 0.0092 photons/cm2s is expected for the same

line [Reedy, 1978]. Due to self attenuation of gamma rays :n the

lunar surface, an effective area of about 100x1OO km can be assumed

[Reedyet al., 1973] compared to a target area of 7OX1OO cm at a

distance of 20 cm in this experiment. The ratio of gamma to neutron

flux of the 7,6-MeV line for this work and the Moon is 0,034 and

0.0025, respectively.This is a result of difference in solid angle

of target area to detector, thickness of target material (self

attenuation),and neutron production mechanism. This points out

that a thin target experiment has to be considered as & qualitative

simulationof planetary gamm-ray production.

The gamma-ray spectra obtained in our experimental

configurationshow gamma-ray lines of all major elements. The

complexity of the spectra can be considered to resemble spectra

recorded in a planet~ry orbit, Of course, lines emitted by

long-livedradionuclides and spallation reactions are missinl.

Depending on the hydrogen (water) content of the planetary surface,

the ratio of capture reactions to scattering reactions will vary,

In this work, a hydrogenousenvironment, like the Martian polar

caps or a comet nucleus, was simulated.

Besides the discrete aamma-ray lines of interest, lines were

produced by the surroundingmaterial, In addition, the major part
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of the gammaradiation emittbd by the target and the surrounding

material belongs to the gamma continuum. Therefore, the spectra

show a rather high background with overlaying peaks. All these

features will be encounter in planetary spectra, too. Cosmic rays

induce ganwnaradiation in the surface, the spacecraft, and the

detector assembly,

To resolve all the spectral features, an energy conversion of ~

1 keV per channel was used, i.e. 8000 channels for an energy

interval from 0.1 to 8 MeV. The upper limit of about 8 MeV excludes

a few possible gamma-ray lines, but most of the elements under

question have stronger lines below

uses spectra compre~sion, a hiqher

a trade-off to a linear relations’

number,

Detecting Neutrons

8 MeV, except for Ni. If one

upper threshold can be achieved,

p between energy and channel

An orbiting planetray GRS receives besides gamma rays also

neutrons either emitted by the surroundingmaterial or by the

planetary surface, the albedo neutrons, Because the neutron flux is

a function of the cosmic-ray flux, variations in the cosmic-ray

flux can be monitored by measuring these neutrons, In this way,

spectra recorded periodically over the same surface area can be

normalized to the same cosmic-ray flux, Care has to be taken that

there is no change in the hydrogen content in the subsurface

1ayers,

One mf!thodof detectinq neutrons is to measure gamma rays that

are indicativeof neutron-inducedreactions. The different Ge

isotopesof the detector crystal are a source for such
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neutron-induced ganmnarays that produce narrow and sawtooth-shaped

peaks in the spectra. The shape of the broadened peaks depend on

the energy of the incident neutrons [Chasman et al,, 1965].

Therefore, investigationsusing neutrons with different energies

should be carried out.

Placing boron close to the detector,

line of B-10 is a monitor for thermal and

These and other methods ds the use a thin

the 478-keV gamma-ray

epithermal neutrons.

neutron absorJer

surrounding the gamma-ray detector, can be applied for monitoring

albedo neutrons [Haines and Metzger, 1984b].

Signals from @ifferent Sources

The study of different targets demonstrated the feasibility of

prompt gamma-ray spectroscopy under the given experimental

conditions, i.e. the amount of radiation emitted by the target and

by the surroundingmaterial. During a planetary mission the same

questions concerning the different sources of radiation arises and

can be anticipated as a short overview will show,

The material that is closest to the detector is the Al of the

detector end cap, The experiment showed that the high-energy Iincs

were best suited for the determinationof the ta~get Al. Care has

to be taken that there is not too much Al close to the det~ctor in

order to be able to extract the target signal from the total Al

siqnal. On a spacecraft,most of the constructionmaterial will be

Al, The contribution of the spacecraft to the Al background can be

reduced by mounting the Ge detector assembly on top of an

extensible boom that will also reduce the background from other

elements on board of a spacecraft,
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To reduce further the Al background, different end cap

material could be used, e.g. Cu. An electrolytic Cu end cap is

commonly used for low-level counting because it does not contain Th

as even high-pure Al does (a Th-free end CAP is also very su’table

for the measurement of Th In a planetary surface). But Cu produces

many gamma rays over the entire energy range and some lines

interferewith lines of interest.Using Mg as material for th~ end

cap, will create similar restrictions for the Mg measurements of

the surface as mentioned for Al. In the view of the requirements

the choice of the best end cap material is a trade-off.

In our experiment, Si and O were the major constituents of

surroundingmaterial and produced a large Si and O background. On a

spacecraft, there will be not very much Si except for electronic

chips and solar paddles. The use of a boom will reduce their

contribution and the planetary surface will be the major source for

Si gamma rays

The Fe lines in our experiment showed only a rather small

background contribution that permitted a qood extraction of the

target Fe signal. Some parts of a spac~craft may be fabricated out

of stef?l,but here the boom will be helpful, too. If the Fe content

in the surface is not too low, the ratio of thermal and fast

neutron-inducedreaction lines could be used to look for variations

of the neutron flux In subsurface Iayars, as the ratio of

neutron-captureto nonelastic-scattergamma rays increaseswith

higher hydrogen contents [Lapides, 1981].

Because Ca is normally not present on a spacecraft, the

surface will be the only source and therefore,Ca will be measured

without interferencr:s,
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.

Oxygen produced very prominent neutron-lnduce~scattering

reaction lines in the experiments, In a planetary surface it will

be easily detected, too. For most of the expected surface rocks,

their O content Is not expected to vary much. Therefore, deviations

from the mean Ogansna-ray flux will give a fast hint to special

features such as ore deposits, ice layers, etc..

In our experiment,most of the H could be found in the

paraffin shielding, but also some In the concrete walls. The

concentration of H and H20 in a surface Is of Importance for the

neutron moderation and for the interpretationof compositionaldata

concerning planetology,cosmochemistry,etc. [Orelbus and Wtinke,

1985]. Some background wI1l be produced by parts of the spacecraft,

the plastic scintillator that will surround the detector in order

to cancel out signals from charged particles, and fuel for

propulsion.The amount of fuel will decrease during the mission,

but thfs can be measured and corrected for,

The analysis of C is limited by the Doppler broadening of the

most Intense gamma-ray llne, which reduces the detection Ilmit of C

very much, Interferenceswill

spacecraftcomponents as ment

planetary surface Is hlqh enol

orlglnate from almost the same

oned for H, If the the C content of a

qh, the broad~ned C Ilne ma,ybe

mea~ured, or {f the thermal neutron flux Is hfgh enouqh, the narrow

weak neutron-captureIlne may be detected, In cometary nuclet the C

analysis may be carried out provided the compos~tlcn corresponds to

conventionalmodels, as dirty snowball (Oelsemme, 1982],

The importanceof measurinq natural radlonucl~des,such as K,

Th, and U in planetary surfaces ~Wtinke,i981] leads to th~

requirement of constructing a sp~cecraft that is r~dioactlvely

clean, especially parts close to the detector,
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Line Width

The ganvna-rayspectra of these experiments show that most of

the gansna-raylines do not show a severe broadening, except for Ge,

C, and B peaks. In planetary surfaces, neutrons can have energies

up to 100 MeV, while the majority will be below 10 MeV [Reedy and

Arnold, 1972], Therefore, the search for Doppler broadening by

using neutrons with energies above 14 MeV should be carried out,

especially, because theoretical predictions on the detection limit

of elements depend on the line width.

Radiation Dam=

The time of flight of a spacecraft to a planetary body and the

data taking phase will be of the order of years. The continuous

bombardment of cosmic-ray particles while in space causes a

build-up of radiation damage that will change the properties of a

HPGe detector, i.e. the resolution can degrade so badly that the

detector is not useful for measurements anynore, To overcome

detector failure one can remove radiation damage b~’annealing the

Ge crystal at elevated temperatures [Pehl et al., 197!3]or one

tries to avoid annealing by us{nq a detechor tyoe that has a qood

r&d!ation damage resistance. For

HPGe detector shows a better res’

[Pehl et al,, 1979], t3utit rema

neutron bombardments the n-type

stance than the p-typ[jdetector

ns open, whic~ typ~ of llPGe

detector is more suitable for a long space mission concerning

radiation damage induced by low-flux GCR and by hfgh-flux SCR

particles and mechanical sturdiness for possible annealing

procedures,

Two times during our exper

damage of the Ge crystal had to

ments, the accumlulat.edrad’atlon

be annealed. ihwa r~pairs were not,
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unexpected [Kraner et al., 1975, Kraner, 1980], because the

experimental set-up caused the absorption of a rather high neutron

dose.

Conclusion

This exper

neutrons with a

ment investigatedprompt gamma rays induced by

maximum energy of 14 MeV. The agreement of measured

flux ratios of neutron-capture lines with theoretical values showed

that thermal cross sections can be applied to the low-energy

neutron spectrum produced in a planetary surface, i.e. gamma-ray

fluxes, detection limits, and element concentrations can be

calculated using these cross sections. For radioactive elements the

concentrationcalculation is rather straight forward because it

depends only on well-known physical parameters. But for elements

measured by their cosmic-ray induced gamma-radiation,their

concentrationvariations can only be mapped by using a detailed

model describing flux and spectrum of secondary particles

function of depth, cross section, and composition. Such a

be checked and improved by using accelerator bombardments

as a

model can

of

targets with known composition and possible ‘ground truth’ of known

planetary sites, In case of lack of qround truth values, a refined

model is required that uses the preliminaryconcentration data in

order to vary the model concentrations in suck a way that the

measured gamma-ray flux is reproduced, If one can detect all major

elements, the sum of the abundancescan be normalized to unity.

The prese~t

simulation of of

a surface and of

study was a first

the total process

gamma-ray spectra

step towards a more realist!c

of cosmic-ray interactionswith

recorded by a Ge detector



operating in the orb

-s1”

tal radiation environment of a planetary

body. Further experiments are required to investigatemore aspects,

such as a study of nonelastic scatter reactions induced by

high-energy neutrons, an experiment that was recently carried out

at the cyclotron of the KFA Julich, F. R. Germany, [Bruckneret

al., 1985]; a study of radiation damage build-up in Ge detectors

bombarded by high-energy, low-flux protons and implicationsfor

gamma-ray spectra recorded under planetary radiation conditions, an

experimentwe will carry out at the accelerator of SIN,

Switzerland; a study of Interactionsof high-energy pratons with

matter and of resulting gamma-ray radiation, an experiment we

intent to do at an accelerator providing us with GeV protons; and a

study to adapt present-day gamma-ray spectra evaluation techniques

to the specific needs of planetary gamma-ray spectroscopy,

We wou”

K. 131umand

experiments’

d like to thank H. Kruse for software assistance, and

H. Hofmeister for discussions and help for the

set-up,
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Top view of experimental set-up with inlay of detector

shielding. Symbols: A= neutron generator room, B= detector room, C=

concrete shie!ding wall, D= detector with shielding, M= BFs-monitor

for neutrons, N= neutron generator, T= target (placed in window of

concrete wall).

Figure 2. Relative efficiency of the used HPGe detector in a

log-log plot.

Figure 3a and 3b. Prompt gamma-ray spectrum of an iron target and

surroundingmaterial as Ge, Al, Pb, B, paraffin, and concrete. The

counts are plotted on logarithmicscale. Symbols: Fe= Fe-56, Al=

Al-27. Si= Si-28, O= 0-16, a= (n,ay), g= (n,Y), n= (n,nY), 2n=

(n,2nY), s= single escape, d= double escape, Dop= Doppler

broadened.

Figure 4, Doppler broadened peaks (sawtooth shape) of germanium

neutron-scatteringreaction lines and peaks of surrounding

material, The counts are plotted on linear scale, Synbols: g=

(n,y), n= (n,ny), Dop= Doppler broadened,
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Figure 5. The ‘carbon bump’ of a paraffin target and surrounding

shielding: Doppler broadening of the 12C(n,nY)4438 keV line. Th?

maximum of the bump is shifted by ca. 15 keV and has a FiJHMof 53

keV compared to a FWHM of 4.8 keV of the narrow 28Si(n,Y)4423 keV

line. The counts are plotted on linear scale, Symbols: g- (n,y), n=

(n,nY), s= single escape peak.

Figure 6, Differential neutron spectrum at target position,

normalized to 14 MeV.

Figure 7. Deviation of measured iron gamma-ray flux of

neutron-capturereaction llnes to values for the capture of thermal

neutrons of Stelts and Chrien [1978] in percent.



Foil Energy Reaction Halflife

Au thermal ‘97Au(n,Y)LgaAu ~,;)~

Au (Cd) epithermal 197Au(n,Y)lgaAu 2.7 d

Al 6-14 MeV 27Al(n,a)2$Na Is h

Al 8-14 MeV 27Al(n,p)27Mg 9.5 m

Cu 14 MeV 63Cu(n,2n)62Cu 9.7 m

Table 1 Foils and reactions used to det~rmlne the neutron

spectrum.
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Target Composition Weight Depth ath z

[kg1 [g/cm2][b] [cm-1]

Al Al 98%, Mg 1%, S1 1% 13.15 2.68 0.23 0.014

Mg Mg 90%, Al 9%, Zn 1% 21.75 3.12 0.063 0.0025

Fe Fe 99,9% 53.60 7.87 2.55 0.22

Si sio2 99% 35.70 6.26 0,17 0.0014

Concrete given in Table 9 168,75 30.0 - -

Table 2 Composition,weight, depth, and cross section of the

targets, (uth= thermal cross section, z= thermal

macroscopic cross section),
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Energy React-ion Peak Area SD Flux SD

[keV] (counts] % [Y/cm$nln] %

846.7

931.2

1238.3

1316.4

1407● 7

1612,7

1725.1

1810.9

2112.9

2523.1

2601.0

3601.9

3196.3

3707.3

4218.3

4898.3

5409.3

5920.3

4996.5

5507.5

6018.5

6256.8

6767.8

7278.8

6609.1

7120,1

7631.1

6623.5

7134.5

7645,5

56Fe(n,nY)

‘6Fe(n,2nY)

‘6Fe(n,nY)

‘6Fe(n,2nY)

‘QFe(n,nY)

56Fe(n,Y)

‘6Fe(n,Y)

‘6Fe(n,ny)

56Fe(n,ny)

‘6Fe(n,nY)

‘6Fe(n,nY)

56Fe(n,nY)

56Fe(n,y)c1

56Fe(n,Y)s

56Fe(n,Y)

56Fe(n,Y)d

56Fe(n,Y) s

56Fe(n,Y)

56Fe(n,Y)d

5bFe(n,Y)s

56Fe(n,Y)

56Fe(n,Y)d

56Fe(n,Y) s

56Fe(n,Y)

56Fe(n,Y)d

56Fe(n,Y)s

56Fe(n,Y)

5bFe(n,Y) d

56Fe(n,Y)s

56Fe(n,Y)

485231 1.0

24231 3.6

156220 0.7

11688 5.5

17133 3.9

30355 2.1

37697 1.6

21093 5.5

8819 7.7

788 9L

784 IIL

657 DL

4728 7.4

4363 7.6

8819 3*1

10615 2.5

1182S 2,3

13053 2,4

11006 2,2

12863 2.2

12931 1,8

6128 3.0

7205 3,1

5859 2,6

35180 1.3

41886 1.0

28288 1,1

30604 1,6

36370 1,1

24462 1.2

1498

51

440

47

69

283

321

NT

22

.

83

79

200

289

351

407

301

377

430

247

261

225

1237

1699

1271

1080

1461

1124

39

63

46

41

36

18

20

81

17

22

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

15

17

17

16

16

16

16

16

16

Table 3 Iron target: peak area and flux of selected gamma rays.

SD = standard deviation: DL = detection lim{t: NT = no

target signal; s, d = s!ngle, double escape peak.
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Energy Reaction Peak Area SD Flux SD

[keV] [counts] % [y/cm2min] %

843.8

1014.0

1778.8

1808.7

2981.0

3004.0

6702.0

7213,0

7724.0

2?Mg

27Al(n,nY)

27Mq
.

27Al(n,nY)

2aAl

27Al(n,dY)

27Al(n,nY)

27Al(n,nY)

27Al(n,Y) d

27Al(n,Y) s

27Al(n,Y)

54778 11

79683 1.2

156572 0.8

20513 5.1

655 DL

’680 DL

3407 4.8

4103 3.7

3106 3,9

80 72

123 50

NT

NT

78 20

113 18

94 18

Table 4 Aluminium target: peak area and flux ot selected gamma

pays, ‘jo s standard deviat ion; ~L . detect ion limit ; NT .

no target signal: S, d = single, double escape peak.
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Energy Reaction Peak Area SD Flux so

[keV] [counts] % [Y/cm2min] %

1273.3 28Si(n,Y)

1778.8 2aSi(n,nY)

28Si(n,p)28Al

2093.1 2aSi(n,Y)

2235.4 30Si(n,ny)

2838.7 2aSi(n,ny)

3200.0 26Si(n,nY)

2517.5 28Si(n,Y)d

3028.5 2aSi(n,Y) s

3539.5 28Si(n,Y)

4497.2 2aSi(n,ny)

3912.0 28Sl(n,Y)d

4423.0 ‘aSi(n,Y) s

4934.0 28Si(n,f)

5099.2 28Si(n,ny)

6381.0 28Si(n,Y)

5855.7 28Si(n,nY)d

6366.7 2HSi(n,nY) s

6877.7 28Si(n,nY)

6178.0 28Si(n,y)d

6689.0 28Si(n,y) s

7200,0 2aSi(n,Y)

15865 3.4

218458 0.4

22565 1.8

4012 13

2434 12

682 DL

11878 3.0

12071 2.8

40655 1.2

2043 10

14007 6.1

15043 2.9

27372 1,3

522 DL

3799 4*9

2622 8,8

3162 5.6

2517 6.5

2129 7.0

2178 7.2

1556 7.5

NT

552

NT

13

NT

25

43

117

NT

NT

64

117

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

17

NT

58

88

89

83

80

65

68

75

Table 5 Silicon target: peak area and flux of selected gamma

ray~a SD u standard deviation; OL m d~tect ion limit ; NT s

no target signal; s, d = single, double escape peak,
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Energy Reaction Peak Area SD Flux SD

[keV] [counts] % [Y/cm$nin] %

1129.7

1368.6

1808.7

2753.9

2828.5

3867,1

2896.0

3407,0

3918.0

4238.0

26Mg(n,nY)

2“Mg(n,p)2qNa

2“Mg(n,ny)

25Mg(n,Y)

26Mg(n,nY)

2“Mg(n,p)2”Na

2“’Mg(n,nY)

2“Mg(n,Y)

2“Mg(n,nY)

‘qMg(n,Y)d

2’+Mg(n,Y)s

2hMg(n,Y)

2“Mq(n,ny)

8497 7.1

76860 1.4

24260 4,4

7314 3*7

3559 14

574 DL

657 DL

670 DL

2569 13

621 OL

20

659

123

20

53

-

5:

.

59

17

Q1

73

21

20

Table 6 Magnesium target: peak area and flux of selected gamma

rays, SD = standard dev~ation; DL = detection limit: s, d

= single, double escape peak.
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Ele- weight o [b] Z [cm-1]

ment % (n.Y)

H

c

o

Mg

Al

Si

Ca

Fe

0.9*

O.1*

51.9

0.43

2.14

32.8

10. O

0.846

0.33

0.0034

0.00027

0.063

0.23

0016

0.43

2.55

4.8”10-3

4.8 °10-7

1.3”10-5

1.6010-S

2,6010-”

2.7c10-3

1.6*10-3

5.6*10-4

Table 7 Composition of concrete target, a = cross section for

(n,Y)-reaction, ~ = macroscopic cross section, * g

estimation,
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Energy Reaction Relative SD

[keV] Flux %

2223.3

3854.0

5107.4

5648:4

6129,4

1014.4

6702,0

7213.0

7724,0

2517.5

3028,5

3539.5

3912,0

4423,0

4934.0

5359,0

5870.0

6381,0

5855.7

6377.7

6877.7

1942,7

3225.6

3736.6

5398.0

590900

6420*0

1238.3

76J101

7645,5

lH(n,Y)

160(n,aY)

160(n,nY)+16Nd

‘60(n,ny)+L6Ns

160(n,nY)+~6N

27Al(n,nY)

27Al(n,y) d

27Al(n,Y) s

27Al(n,Y)

2eSi(n,Y) d

2eSl(n,Y) s

28Si(n,Y)

28Si(n,Y) d

26Si(n,Y) s

28Sl(n,y)

28Si(n,Y)d

‘8Si(n,Y) s

~8sl(tl,Y)

2uS~(n, nY) d

2eSi(n,riY)s

‘“St(n,nY)

“°Ca(n,Y)

“°Ca(n,nY)s

““Ca(n,nY)

“°Ca(n,Y) d

‘(’Ca(n,Y) s

“°Ca(n,Y)

56Fe(n,nY)

5bFe(n,Y)

5“Fe(n,Y)

NT

0,327

1.37

2.96

2,10

NT

NT

000698

0,0337

0,226

0,286

0.926

0.457

0,513

1.OO

0.116

0,227

0.158

0,146

0,178

0,0952

0,479

01130

0,138

O*183

0.356

0.444

N1’

NT

NT

———

48

35

25

34

46

70

37

33

37

32

31

30

41

30

38

33

30

49

34

20

39

40

31

26

Table 8 Concrete targut: pe~k area and flux of selected qtsmma

rays. SD ■ standard dev!at!on; 01 = detection Ifmit; NT ~

..-bm-..ab.i**.l, e A ■ e{n~la tinilhla OQrAnP noak.



Al 7724 0.23 0.3 0,03 0.05

Ca 6420 0,43 0.4 0.4 0,4

1942 0.8 0.4 0.8

Si 6381 0.16 0.13 0.2 0.2

4934 0061 =1 =1

3540 0.66 0.9 1*1

.57-

Ele- Energy u IY Im Ic

ment [keV] [b]

Table 9 Comparison of measured (Im) with calculated (Ic)

relative fluxes for (n,Y) lines according to the

composition of the concrete target (Iy= yield of gamma

ray per neutron capture [Reedy, 1978]).
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